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“China is the only country able to replicate the U.S.

shale gas revolution as they have 25% more re-

serves than the United States, which reached a new

production record of 688 bcm in 2013," he told a

conference held by the European Turbine Network in Brussels today.

Shale gas reserves in China are over 25 trillion cubic metres (Tcm),

compared to 24.4 Tcm in the U.S. The IEA forecasts that China will

start producing at least 5 Bcm in the coming five years, but the Beijing

government has a more ambitious target of 6.5 Bcm already next year.

U.S. shale gas production, meanwhile, will reach just under 800

bcm in the coming years, "so they have a lot of room for exporting

LNG to Japan, South Korea and China," he said. However, more strin-

gent emission regulation imposed by the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) will also promote a continuous rise of domestic gas use

for power generation.

Can China source enough gas to switch away 
from coal?
"In China, air quality is emerging as the main issue and gas is the an-

swer," Pinto Scholtbach said, pointing out that policies to reduce the use
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Gas power plants lose money on
balancing the grid
Operators of gas-fired power plants in Europe are no longer able to cover their
fixed costs, but some units need to stay operational as widespread mothballing
has left the system with a shortage of generating capacity at times of peak de-
mand, said Wim Bross, senior VP fleet management at GDF SUEZ Energy Europe.

“We have to stabilise the grid but

we are not paid for this. On the

contrary, we are losing money

to do this and nobody will stay

on the system if you continue to lose money," told an

ETN conference in Brussels, calling for adequate re-

muneration for plant operators that are delivering flex-

ibility services.

The number of start-up of a typical flex site is now

multiplied by four as gas power plants need to balance

intermittent supply from renewables.

A staggering 110 GW of gas power capacity is 'out

of the money' and cannot cover its costs, so it is

threatened to be taken out of the market, Bross said

with reference to a study of the Oxford Institute for

Energy Studies. "In Europe, we are now looking at

mothballing 52 GW of capacity this year," he said,

even though the population is still expanding and the

industry is slowly recovering.
continued on page 2

Air quality concerns drives China to
replicate U.S. shale gale
China's hunger for gas already accounts for 30% of
global demand but pressing needs to improve air 
policy spur a switch from coal to gas and push 
upstream companies to tap the China's huge shale
gas resources, said Rodrigo Pinto Scholtbach, senior
gas market analyst at the International Energy
Agency (IEA).

China is eager to boost gas supplies

GDF Suez decided to halt operations of its Combigolfe
(435 MW) and Spem (435 MW) plants during summer
periods

West-East 1 Pipeline
West-East 2 Pipeline
Sichuan to East Pipeline
LNG Terminal
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U.S. technology developer GE has launched its new 16.5 MW NovaLT16 gas turbine. The company also signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with energy firm Transcanada for further technical evaluation and
gas station layout optimization for the product.

Bi-weekly news 1 October 2014  

Improvements in duct design resulting from this research are esti-

mated to save as much $50,000 per MW of installed capacity per

year. "For example for a sample 100MW gas turbine, 500kW in-

crease in net power will be achieved. This will results in a 500,000$

saving per annual for one 100MW gas turbine plant," Madadi added.

Designs rely on ball–spine algorithms
The research from the team at Amirkabir University and Isfahan Uni-

versity in Iran builds on inverse design algorithms, called ball–spine

algorithm (BSA), which have recently been introduced for the design

of 2D ducts.

The BSA representation allows the researchers to model the duct

walls as a set of virtual balls that can move freely along vectors, called

spines.This then allows them to develop quasi-three-dimensional designs

of S-shaped ducts for a predefined width.
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GE launches NovaLT16 gas turbine

The compact NovaLT16 unit is targeted at oil and

gas applications such as pipeline compression,

onsite power generation and plant compression.

GE  to develop NovaLT16 with
Transcanada
The MoU with Transcanada will deepen existing ties

between the two compa-

nies and focus on opti-

mizing oil field

efficiency rates and re-

ducing pipeline energy

costs.

“This collaboration

with TransCanada has

enabled us to develop a

winning alternative for

the oil and gas industry

in North America,”

Rafael Santana, presi-

dent of Turbomachinery

Solutions at GE said.
continued on page 2
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Duct design can save up to $50,000 per MW

Improvements to computer models and design meth-
ods for gas turbine inlet ducts have the potential to
improve efficiency by as much as 0.5%, according to
research from the Amirkabir University of Technology
and Isfahan University of Technology in Iran. 
“The efficiency of diffusers of gas turbines could 
be improved up to 5% by using this method. This 
improvement could then increase the efficiency of
gas turbine cycle up to 0.5%,” Ali Madadi, a member
of this research team on the project told  Gas Power
Technology Journal.

Improved duct design could improve
turbine efficiency by 0.5%

GE NovaLT16 turbine

Improvements in gas engine technology, combined with smarter engineering of
power plants, is driving demand for more distributed power, according to engine
supplier Clarke Energy. “The latest Jenbacher biogas engines stretch electrical 
efficiency levels to 43%; delivering additional renewable electricity for the same
input of gas,” Alex Marshall, Group Marketing & Compliance Manager at Clarke 
Energy told Gas Power Techonology Quarterly.

4th QUARTER 2014  

Siemens' modularization concept, applied at an average combined

cycle power plant project with a maximum workforce of 600 and

1.3 million direct man-hours, allows for around 300,000 man-

hours to be shifted to production facilities. This enables to save

costs and speed-up construction.

"The more of these modules we can prefabricate and test in advance,

the fewer problems we anticipate for installation, quality assurance and

commissioning at the specific project location", Balling told Gas Power
technology Quarterly.

Modularization shortens on-site works, curbs costs
The use of factory prefabricated units help assure quality and on-sched-

ule completion as "the productivity of the hours worked in a factory is

usually greater than production at the site, as the material logistics, the

qualification of the personnel and the climatic conditions are better and,

above all, calculable."

This is particularly relevant for projects in politically and economi-

cally volatile developing and threshold countries, where safety aspects

can play an important role in the relocation of on-site tasks back to the

workshop.

Cost benefits primarily stem from relocating less productive work

hours on the construction site to work shops with higher productivity and

lower specific labour costs. Depending on the location, these advantages

usually outweigh the higher transport costs due to the volume and dimen-

sions of the prefabricated components, according to Siemens findings.
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AGENDACustomisation gives boost for 
distributed gas power solutions

UK-based Clarke Energy specialises in devel-

oping power stations utilising GE's gas en-

gine range and is one of a number of

companies capitalising on growing demand

for flexible distributed power solutions.

Customisation improves operating 
characteristics
Jenbacher gas engine operate in the 0.3MW -100MW

range are advantageous for both industrial and large

residential applications due to the flexibility of config-

uration. Customisation allows customers to fine tune

for exact energy demands improving the overall effi-

ciency of operation.

“Clarke Energy's mechanical, electrical and CAD

design departments engineer customer-focused solu-

tions for the gas to power sector. We support them in

CHP project feasibility analysis and then engineer the
continued on page 2

Siemens prefabricated 60% of the components for La Caridad II

The greatest challenge for large-scale power plant
projects is posed during the on-site construction
phase, so minimising on-site activities through modu-
lar construction helps enhance project profitability
and security, says Lothar Balling, head of project
management at Siemens Energy Power Generation.

Modular construction boosts project
profitability and security

Clarke Energy installed this Jenbacher CHP unit in Gujarat
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Israel’s gas reserves are too far away from major LNG offtakers in

Asia to compete with a surge in cheaper deliveries of LNG shipments

from new projects in East Africa, Indonesia, Qatar, Turkmenistan,

and Australia.

Exporting Israeli gas via pipelines to neighbouring Egypt and Turkey

risk to exacerbate political tensions in the region, Bulter said, stressing

Israel should instead use its gas resources for domestic consumption and

increase energy independence. After a fierce parliamentary debate in the

Kneset, the government last year decided to allow 40 percent of its natu-

ral gas reserves for export.

The vast reserves in the Leviathan field, expected to come online by

2018, are estimated at nearly 22 Tcf – sufficient to meet Europe's gas

needs for a year.

Texas-based Noble Energy, which leads the Leviathan group, has said

that because Israel is such a small market, it could not commit to devel-

oping the field unless a significant amount of gas was allowed to be sold

abroad. A government committee recommended last year that Israel

should keep enough gas to satisfy its own needs for 25 years, which

comes out to a

bit less than

half of Israel's

total reserves,

currently esti-

mated at 33.5

Tcf. But no

final decision

has been

made. Noble

has a 39.66% in Leviathan. Israel's Avner Oil Exploration and Delek

Drilling each have a 22.67% stake, and Ratio Oil Exploration holds the

remaining 15%.

Stepping up use of energy-efficient gas
Even though natural gas already accounts for 55% of Israel’s power mix,

he suggested this share should be ultimately raised to up to 90%, making

use of cheap domestic gas supplies.
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Indian power sector requires $250bn
investment - IRADe
To avert repeated blackouts, India's power sector is in need of $250 billion invest-
ment over the next three years to add new generating capacity, update the ageing
power grid and help maintain fuel supplies. Total investment of over $250 billion is
required for development of the power system during the 12th plan," according to
a report from Delhi-based consultancy Integrated Research and Action for Devel-
opment (IRADe).

The government's 12th plan covers the period

from 2012 to 2017, during which time India is

expected to add 88,537 MW capacity, of which

78% will be coal-powered, according to the re-

port, which suggests that supply issues are set to re-

main a problem across fuel types.

Coal to dominate as gas power strug-
gles with subsidy gap
Though coal continues to dominate India's power mix,

there are issues limiting domestic coal supply: "India

is facing lot of difficulties in production of domestic

coal. The scenario is likely to remain the same till the

end of the 12th plan," the report states. "It is estimated

that around 25,000 MW capacity is being sub-opti-

mally utilised because of inadequate availability of

domestic coal.”
continued on page 3

Israel advised to use Leviathan gas
domestically
Warning that Israeli supplies “cannot compete” with LNG from
other countries, Nick Butler, former vice president for strategy at
BP suggested Israel should choose to use gas production from its
offshore Leviathan field domestically to raise the market share of
gas-fired power generation.

Collage with 
Israel's offshore

gas fields

India need substantial investment to ensure stability of
its power network

ISRAEL

Tel Aviv

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has published a road map calling for an additional 11,000 biogas
plants across the U.S. to deliver emissions savings by generating power from waste. 

Bi-weekly news 20 August 2014  

The newly patented technique utilizes a generator to simultane-

ously feed electricity to both sources and works with both con-

ventional or Scuderi Split-Cycle internal combustion engine

technology.

Maximum efficiency independent of load fluctuations
The main advantage of the new method is that generator efficiency re-

mains at or near full efficiency even if end user load drops from peak to

low load.

“We can supply energy at less cost. With this method, there can be

less gas consumed per kilowatt-hour of energy produced,” Scuderi said.

“The total output of the generator is going to be higher than a generator

that would normally be following the load.”

Any excess power output from the engine is then simultaneously

fed into the grid ensuring minimal wastage even as load fluctuates.

This method is one of hundreds of patents and patent applications from

the Scuderi Group aimed at the gas engine and flexible power genera-

tion sector.
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USDA creates biogas roadmap; supports
11,000 additional plants

The USDA estimates that implementation of its

recommendations for more anaerobic digestion

plants could save between 4  and 54 million met-

ric tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.

The U.S. currently has just 2,000 biogas plants in

operation.

‘BioRefineries’ offer potential for 
future biogas systems
The USDA roadmap describes a variety of different

biogas technologies, however a growing trend towards

integrated biorefineries is highlighted of particular im-

portance. These sophisticated manufacturing centres

involve a suite of technologies and are built specifi-

cally to produce energy and high-value products as

opposed to being constructed as an afterthought to

manage waste processes.

“Primarily being developed by third-party private

investors, these systems can be municipally owned,

offering a good opportunity for public-private partner-

ships, or privately owned. Comprehensive solutions

related to organic feedstocks, additional opportunities
continued on page 2
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Biorefineries such as this one in Crescentino, Italy,
offer potential to expand a wide range of biogas 
technologies
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Scuderi files patent for dual-output power
generation system

The Scuderi split-cycle engine

Engine development company Scuderi Group has filed a patent 
application for a dual-output power generation system that can 
simultaneously feed electricity to both an end user and the local 
grid. “By keeping the generator at or near full load or high-efficiency
conditions regardless of where the end user load goes, we no
longer have to follow an end user. With dual output we can follow
grid as the primary,” Stephen Scuderi, vice president at Scuderi
Group told  Gas Power Technology Journal.

Gas to Power Journal Features
� Project & Finance

� Technology & Innovation

� Markets 

� Regulation & Policy

Gas Power Technology Journal  &
GasPowerTech Quarterly Features
� Engine ,Turbine & Fuel Cells

� Heat Recovery & CHP

� Maintenance & Retrofit 

� Demand Site Response & Smart Grid

� Biogas & Alternative Technologies

Improvements in gas engine technology, combined with smarter engineering of
power plants, is driving demand for more distributed power, according to engine
supplier Clarke Energy. “The latest Jenbacher biogas engines stretch electrical 
efficiency levels to 43%; delivering additional renewable electricity for the same
input of gas,” Alex Marshall, Group Marketing & Compliance Manager at Clarke 
Energy told Gas Power Techonology Quarterly.

4th QUARTER 2014  

Siemens' modularization concept, applied at an average combined

cycle power plant project with a maximum workforce of 600 and

1.3 million direct man-hours, allows for around 300,000 man-

hours to be shifted to production facilities. This enables to save

costs and speed-up construction.

"The more of these modules we can prefabricate and test in advance,

the fewer problems we anticipate for installation, quality assurance and

commissioning at the specific project location", Balling told Gas Power
technology Quarterly.

Modularization shortens on-site works, curbs costs
The use of factory prefabricated units help assure quality and on-sched-

ule completion as "the productivity of the hours worked in a factory is

usually greater than production at the site, as the material logistics, the

qualification of the personnel and the climatic conditions are better and,

above all, calculable."

This is particularly relevant for projects in politically and economi-

cally volatile developing and threshold countries, where safety aspects

can play an important role in the relocation of on-site tasks back to the

workshop.

Cost benefits primarily stem from relocating less productive work

hours on the construction site to work shops with higher productivity and

lower specific labour costs. Depending on the location, these advantages

usually outweigh the higher transport costs due to the volume and dimen-

sions of the prefabricated components, according to Siemens findings.
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AGENDACustomisation gives boost for 
distributed gas power solutions

UK-based Clarke Energy specialises in devel-

oping power stations utilising GE's gas en-

gine range and is one of a number of

companies capitalising on growing demand

for flexible distributed power solutions.

Customisation improves operating 
characteristics
Jenbacher gas engine operate in the 0.3MW -100MW

range are advantageous for both industrial and large

residential applications due to the flexibility of config-

uration. Customisation allows customers to fine tune

for exact energy demands improving the overall effi-

ciency of operation.

“Clarke Energy's mechanical, electrical and CAD

design departments engineer customer-focused solu-

tions for the gas to power sector. We support them in

CHP project feasibility analysis and then engineer the
continued on page 2

Siemens prefabricated 60% of the components for La Caridad II

The greatest challenge for large-scale power plant
projects is posed during the on-site construction
phase, so minimising on-site activities through modu-
lar construction helps enhance project profitability
and security, says Lothar Balling, head of project
management at Siemens Energy Power Generation.

Modular construction boosts project
profitability and security

Clarke Energy installed this Jenbacher CHP unit in Gujarat
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Companies which would benefit from advertising

� Gas Suppliers/NOCs/IOCs

� Power Plant Operators

� Utilities Companies

� Power Generation/Transmission Companies

� Gas Storage and Processing Organisations

� Government and Industry Regulators

� Gas Turbine/Rotating Equipment Manufacturers

� Engineering, Design and Construction

� Companies responsible for construction,

� Operations, and maintenance of power plants

� Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)

� Investment Banks

� Risk & Insurance Companies

� Law firms and consultancy companies

Gas to Power Journal us a weekly magazine for the gas and power industry,  provides analysis and insight on the downstream section of

the gas-value-chain focussing  on gas-fired power generation.

The Journal covers technical innovations for gas-fired power plants and tracks commercial project development through the stages of plan-

ning, project finance, construction and gas supply to the plant. Trading and pricing trends on electricity and gas markets are highlighted.

The publication also sheds light on the regulatory and policy developments that impact on security of gas supply and that may prompt a shift

in demand patterns. 

Gas Power Technology focuses on updates or add-ons to gas turbines in the market as well as research for new products.

The editorial spectrum reaches from engineering of integrated gas and solar technology to turbine maintenance and power

plant dehumidification and preservation

GasPowerTech Quarterly is the leading industry journal focused on power generation technologies fuelled by gas.  

We cover the latest innovations in turbine, engine and fuel cell design and  connect power producers, utilities, resellers and

suppliers across markets.

Our special feature editions allow deeper exploitation of particular regions or topics to give advertisers a platform to promote

their technical solutions. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Our readers are made up of industry insiders from chief executives to project

engineers and analysts. Many of the CEOs, engineers and senior executives

have also contributed papers to the Journal, writing about major developments

and strategies across the power generation business.

Our readers
By industryBy region

Energy companies, utilities, power plant operators 35%

Turbine & OEM Equipment 26%

Engineering and maintenance companies 13%

Oil and gas companies 9%

Financial companies, investment banks 7%

Consultancy companies and lawyers 6%

Governmental bodies, authorities, associations 4%

Europe 40%

North America 21%

South America 9%

Middle East and Africa 17%

Asia Pacific 13%

WEBSITE TRAFFIC: 
Website unique monthly visits approx. 6,000

Website total monthly visits approx. 10,000
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Weekly News 10 October 2014  

The Department of Energy and Climate

Change (DECC) will award capacity con-

tracts for 50.8 GW at auction, which man-

date winning bidders to make generating

capacity available at short notice to balance the

grid. The contracts will go to whichever plans

which guarantee backup power supply at the low-

est cost.

Some critics warned the overall capacity at

auction would be too large and poses an unneces-

sary cost burden to the system which will be

handed over to the consumer: analysts estimate

the capacity market will add up to £14 per year to

the energy bill of the average household.

9 GW of new projects to compete
with existing plants 
DECC disclosed that at least eight developers of

new gas power plants have come forward to bid at

auction for the 50.8 GW on offer– com-

peting with existing plants. National Grid said

that existing plants with a combined capac-

ity of over 51 GW had qualified to take part in

the auction – meaning that potentially all capac-

ity contracts could go to existing plants.

About 9 GW of new plant capacity will be

competing, the vast majority of which was from

13 new-build gas plants proposals. DECC said

7GW of this is made up of 8 "potential new large

gas power stations", of these, over 5GW was

"from the independent sector.

In total over 62 GW have already been ac-

cepted by National Grid as eligible to participate,

the equivalent of around 20 new nuclear power

stations. A further 5 GW of capacity had not been

qualified but National Grid said they may

still be able to if resubmitted information is

accepted in coming days.
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Tepco to form in thermal power JV
with Chubu Electric
Tokyo Electric Power (Tepco) and Chubu Electric, the dominant utilities in Japan's
biggest and third-largest economic regions, confirmed they are close to forming a
joint venture in fossil fuel procurement and power generation.

Terms of the tie-up are about to be finalised and

are intended to take effect by the end of the cur-

rent business year in March.

Joint LNG purchase of up to 40mtpa
The two market-dominant Japanese utilities are dis-

cussing to jointly procure LNG in the hope that com-

bined fuel purchase may strengthen their clout in

negotiating better pricing terms.

Tepco, the world's second-biggest LNG buyer after

Kogas, said earlier it seeks a partner to jointly buy

LNG volumes of between 35 and 40 mtpa. Tepco cur-

rently purchases just over 24 mtpa while Chubu Elec-

tric, the world's third-largest LNG buyer, imports

volumes just short of 15 mtpa.

If the proposed tie-up goes through, the joint ven-

ture would become the world's largest LNG buyer.

Analysts suggest the move could trigger a consolida-

tion of Japan's gas importers and power producers.

Plans for joint gas power projects
Chubu Electric and Tepco also said they plan to build

new gas-fired power plants that will be owned on a

joined basis. The partners are also understood to coop-

erate in replacing Tepco's aging 10 GW fossil plant

fleet with mostly gas-fired combined-cycle plants.
continued on page 2

Eight new UK gas power projects to
bid at auction 
As the December date for the first capacity auction is getting closer, eight
projects for new gas power stations are competing with existing plants
for payments under the subsidy scheme, set to take effect in 2018.

Tepco’s LNG-based 5,040 Futtsu power station in
Chiba, Japan 

Oil fired
Coal fired
Dual fired
Nuclear
CCGT
CHP plant 30MW & over
Pumped storage
Gas turbine
Hydro

Diesel
Biomass
Poultry litter

Power Stations

Full page Vertical 
half page
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“Power plants are subject to reg-

ulations that are designed to

turn them towards fewer

emissions, and the way they

are meeting them is by switching to [cleaner

burning] natural gas," he said calling the

process "a very dramatic transformation in the

history of the U.S. in the past 6-7 years."

Fears of rise in domestic 
U.S. gas price
Producers that are now switching to natural gas

in response to an emissions restrictions im-

posed by Environmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA) are risk

averse, so they "don't want to

see their investment on natural

gas and their bottom line af-

fected by a rising domestic gas

price," Colares said.

Gas is currently cheap in the US, and spot

prices which are set by Henry Hub have seen

lows at around $3.78 per MMBtu. In contrast,

spot prices for natural has in the UK are hover-

ing around $9.81 MMBtu and reached highs

over $19.00 MMBtu in Japan.

"However, with the proposed carbon emis-

sions regulations on existing plants coming into

effect in 2016, you'll see the demand for natural

gas rise. If we don't act quickly on authorizing

LNG exports, by the time the new rules requir-

ing lower emissions on existing plants come into

effect, what you'll see at that point is more do-

mestic demand for shale gas," he forecast.

Shale gas - up for export 
or domestic use?
Many US gas producers are putting pressure on

the government to reform LNG export terminal

facility licensing procedures. On the other

hand, other domestic gas consumer and indus-

try pressure groups are lobbying for things to

stay the way they are so gas sold in the US

stays cheap.

The environmental lobby is divided, with

some groups saying more exports will lead to

more carbon-dependency and fracking world-

wide and others seeing the use of natural gas

instead of coal as a low-carbon option.           �

EPA emission rules may hamper U.S. LNG exports 
Aspirations to cash in on the U.S. shale gas revolution by exporting it as LNG to Asia, might be hampered by
regulatory emission restrictions on existing power plants which necessitates to use more of the shale gas
domestically for power generation, Juscelino Colares, law professor at Case Western Reserve University told
Gas to Power Journal.

J. Colares

Judge dismisses Nebraska lawsuit against EPA
U.S. federal judges have dismissed a lawsuit driven by the coal lobby in the state of Nebraka against the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) over more stringent greenhouse gas standards for new power plants,
saying the lawsuit had “jumped the gun.”

In a draft rule the EPA this summer set out

proposals that mandate power plant opera-

tors to reduce their carbon emissions by

30% by 2030 from levels seen in 2005.

States are free to choose how to achieve the

carbon cuts, as EPA foresees to implement its

Clean Power Plan through a state-federal part-

nership under which states identify a path for-

ward using either current or new power plants

and pollution control policies. State plans are

due in June 2016, with the option to use a two-

step process for submitting final plans if more

time is needed.

EPA claimed to ‘overstep 
its authority’
The conservative state of Nebraska, however,

has filed a lawsuit arguing the proposed EPA

rule would hurt Nebraska businesses and over-

stepped the federal agency's authority

Nebraska Attorney General Jon Bruning re-

ferred to a provision in the federal 2005 Energy

Policy Act that bars the EPA from creating a

clean air regulation based solely on emission-

capturing technology developed

through federal funding at coal-burn-

ing power plants. In the lawsuit

Bruning said the EPA did just that, by

basing the proposed rule on technol-

ogy developed at three power plants

in Mississippi, Texas and California

that received a total of $2.5 billion in

federal grants and tax credits.

However, U.S. District Judge

John Gerrard granted the EPA's re-

quest to dismiss the case, ruling

Bruning had "jumped the gun" as the

EPA rule has not yet been finalised.

"Making environmental regulations is 

difficult and complicated enough without 

having federal judges weigh in at every step

along the way," the judge said when dismiss-

ing the suit.                                                  �

Coal powers more than 70% of Nebraska’s electricity
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Philippine construction delays create 800 MW shortfall in 2015
Projected electricity shortages continue to plague the Philippines power network, with officials forecasting a
shortfall of 800 MW by summer next year due to delays in construction works of two gas power plant projects.

Southwest Luzon Power Generation has

postponed 600 MW of planned capac-

ity in Batangas, while Australian devel-

oper Energy World Corp has delayed

200 MW of capacity at its Pagbilao combined-

cycle gas turbine plant.

“The problem is summer… We’re not wor-

rying about the supply today. Even if hydros

are down today, the demand is also down. It’s

when the demand is high and the hydros are

down which will be a problem,” said the

Philippine’s energy secretary, Carlos Jericho

Petilla.

The Philippine government is now drafting

a directive that will prevent existing power

plants from shutting for maintenance next sum-

mer in a bid to prevent power shortages.

EPC delays postpone construction
DMCI Holdings, the parent company of South-

west Luzon Power Generation, has now post-

poned the new capacity beyond June 2015 after

initially aiming for April next

year.

“DMCI’s plant will be de-

layed. There was no specific

reason but we asked them to ex-

plain. My suspicion is that their

EPC contractor will not be able

to deliver on time,” Petilla said,

referring to the turnkey contrac-

tor for the project China Na-

tional Electric Engineering.  

Keen to disperse concerns,

DMCI said it is "fully aware of

the looming power crisis"

would "conterminously endeavour to complete

the power plant projects on time" to avert or

mitigate such crisis with the support of the De-

partment of Energy.

Philippines targets 1,725 MW 
by 2020
Despite the delays in commissioning new ca-

pacity the Philippines is slowly increasing its

gas-fired power capacity. The Department of

Energy has a target to deliver 1,725 MW of ad-

ditional capacity to the grid by 2020 and as

part of ongoing investment that will also see

the construction of a $1 billion LNG terminal

to import fuel. Meanwhile San Miguel Corp,

the nation’s largest power producer, is planning

to build two power plants with a combined ca-

pacity of 900 megawatts by 2016.

“We are constructing much needed addi-

tional power generating capacity for the

Luzon grid," said Federico Lopez, chairman

of First Gen. “The San Gabriel project will be

using the latest Siemens technology that will

make it the most efficient gas-fired plant in

the country.”                                                  �Delays will affect 600 MW of capacity at Batangas

YPFB discusses gas supply extension with Brazil
Bolivian state energy firm Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB) is holding talks with Brazil’s
Petrobas to extend current gas supply contracts for 2020 and beyond. Existing agreements are set to end 
in 2019.

“Petrobras authorities have offi-

cially expressed their interest

in starting talks for a new con-

tract that will cover 2020 and

beyond," YPFB President Carlos Villegas told

Bolivian state news agency ABI.

New contract builds on success of
Cuiabá power project
The current accord between the two countries

provides for the import of 30 million cubic me-

tres per day of Bolivian gas to Brazil under a

20-year contract. YPFB signed an additional

temporary supply contract over 2.6 million

cbm/d for the Cuiabá gas power plant in Brazil

at the end of last year  but the success of the

link has now meant the two companies are

looking to strengthen their commitment for the

longer term.

"We welcome this good news as it continues

the current contract which is due to end in

2019, and formalizes our natural gas supply

with Brazil," Villegas said.

Details of pricing under the new agreement

were not released but Petrobras pays around

$9.30/MMBtu for

Bolivian gas under

the current long-

term contract. 

Under the more

recent Cuiabá deal,

Petrobras pays 

an average of

$10.24/MMBtu but

has greater flexibility

in demand. A large

quantity of gas sup-

plies are transported by the Gasoduto Bolívia-

Brasil pipeline, one of the largest gas conduits in

South America.

Drought creates issues for 
energy security
Brazil has turned to gas imports partly because

of power shortages from its own fleet. The

country is heavily reliant on hydropower, how-

ever, droughts in the last few years have crip-

pled this capacity.

"The dry season in 2012 and 2013 prompted

Petrobras to source LNG to meet the needs of

its gas-fired power plants," said Ieda Gomes,

research fellow at Oxford Institute of Energy

Studies.

In July this year, the Brazilian government’s

Energy Research Office (EPE) announced that

it expects 20GW of gas-fired capacity to bid

into planned energy auctions, the largest

amount to date. Natural gas plants currently 

account for less than 12% of Brazil’s domestic

energy supply and merely 7.2% of the coun-

try's final energy consumption, as they are

mainly used to provide peaking power to bal-

ance hydroelectric power.                             �

Gasoduto Bolívia-Brasil is one of the largest pipelines in South America
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The $1 billion gas-fired power project, 

located near Benin City, currently gener-

ates 450 MW but the new construction

will see capacity more than double by

2016.

Second phase demonstrates 
investor confidence
The Azura-Edo IPP is the first Nigerian power

project to benefit from the World Bank's 'Par-

tial Risk Guarantee' structure, which comple-

ments government support.

“The Azura-Edo Power Project is a clear

demonstration of the confidence of the interna-

tional community in the economy of Edo State.

It is an indication that Edo State is investor-

friendly as the government under comrade

Adams Oshiomhole has put in place the neces-

sary infrastructure to attract investors to the

state,” said Peter Okhiria, Press Secretary for

the governor of Edo state.

EPC work for the first phase of the project

was carried out by Siemens and Julius Berger

Nigeria with contractors now continuing the

work. A potential third stage may raise the

plant’s capacity to 1,500 MW.

Azura-Edo PPA acts as template for
Nigerian power producers
Operator and investor American Capital En-

ergy & Infrastructure (ACEI) in April signed a

power purchase agreement (PPA) with the na-

tional grid operator, Nigerian Bulk Electricity

Trading Plc, that has since been used as a tem-

plate for other project-financed independent

power producers in the country.

"Azura is a good example of the type of in-

vestment in high growth platforms in the en-

ergy infrastructure space that we are targeting,”

said Mr. Paul Hanrahan, chief

executive of ACEI. “Our in-

vestment is in recognition of

the significant progress made

by the Azura co-founders on

the first phase of the Azura-

Edo power project, the growth

opportunities in the Nigerian

and West African markets,

and our confidence in the Fed-

eral Government of Nigeria’s

power sector reform pro-

gram."

Investment in the Nigerian

power sector has been spurred by the Power

Africa initiative, launched by U.S. President

Obama to support clean and reliable access to

electrical power in Africa.

As a partner in this initiative ACEI is ac-

tively seeking investments in African Power

companies. The company estimates that proj-

ects to develop, finance and operate regional

energy infrastructure assets in West Africa,

East Africa and Southern Africa, could receive

as much as $800 million in total investment

over the next four years.                               �

Gearing up to start second phase of Azura-Edo plant 
Construction works for the second phase of the 1,000 MW Azura-Edo power plant in Nigeria are set to start
this week, with a foundation laying ceremony to be held this Friday.
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Cenpower secures $900m for Kpone power plant 
Ghanian power producer Cenpower Generation has closed project financing on its $900 million Kpone Inde-
pendent Power Plant (KIPP). The 340 MW combined-cycle gas power plant will be built in the Tema industrial
zone, close to Ghana’s capital Accra.

Construction is expected to start be-

fore the end of this year with com-

mercial operations set to start in

2017.

KIPP to deliver 10% of Ghana’s
electricity
Once commissioned, the KIPP project will be

the largest private Independent Power Project

(IPP) in Ghana, accounting for approximately

10% of the country’s total installed capacity.

The plant will also deliver approximately 20%

of Ghana’s thermal generation capacity –

adding to the current low baseline.

Financing has been provided under export

credit cover by a consortium of South African

commercial banks and international Develop-

ment Finance Institutions (DFIs).

Rand Merchant Bank (RMB) acted as the

Global Lead Bank, while Nedbank, Standard

Bank and the Dutch Development Bank FMO

were also providing support. Other investors in

the project include Sumitomo Corporation of

Japan, the African Infrastructure Investment

Fund II and investment vehicle Mercury Power.

Ghana to support further gas
power capacity
The Kpone plant will be one of the main off-

takers of the West African Gas Pipeline which

has been designed to help fuel a new wave of-

power plants in Ghana.

Authorities have supported new gas-fired

capacity via the state-

run Electricity Com-

pany of Ghana (ECG),

which has already

signed two long term

power off-take agree-

ments in order to guar-

antee loan re-payments

for investors.

“The Ghana govern-

ment will facilitate and

fast track all approvals

and permits and pro-

vide adequate credit en-

hancement in a

transparent manner,” said John Janakfpor,

Ghana's deputy minister of energy.

Investors are currently in discussion with in-

ternational suppliers and Ghanaian trading com-

panies to handle the management and logistics

of LNG imports. The fuel is increasingly sought

after in Ghana as the government aims to double

its installed generation capacity from 2,412 MW

to around 5,000 MW by 2016.                          �

Unit 1 of the Azura-Edo plant in Nigeria 

The 340 MW plant will be built at Kpone, Ghana
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Ineos has also agreed to spend an estimated

£300 million on infrastructure upgrades at the

facility to import and store ethane, an essential

raw material for the petrochemical industry.

Grangemouth closure averted
The Grangemouth site has faced a troubled period

in recent months with Ineos threatening to close

the entire site late last year following disputes over

pay. The Unite trade union was ultimately forced

to accept cuts to employees' working conditions in

order to keep the site operating.

The takeover through Ineos is now ensuring

continued operation of the cogeneration plant.

Alongside its electrical output of 145 MW, the

Grangemouth plant provides 257 MW of heat

generation, which is vital for Ineos' nearby

petrochemical operations.

"The Grangemouth CHP plant is a highly

efficient and modern power plant, and as Ineos

has a long term plan to develop the Grange-

mouth site, this was a good opportunity for

both companies. We look forward to our con-

tinued partnership with Ineos, providing O&M

services at the site", said Sasu Valkamo, vice

president at Fortum.

Investments to support shale gas
growth
Ineo's acquisition of the Granemouth CHP

comes at the same time as a £300 million in-

vestment to build Europe's biggest site to im-

port and store ethane. The gas store could

potentially also allow for greater import of US

shale gas as LNG s well as treatment of UK

shale gas should it be produced.

In August, Ineos announced it was making

its first move into the UK shale exploration

arena, with the purchase of a 51% share of the

shale section of Petroleum Exploration and 

Development Licence (PEDL).                       �
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Verbund exits French power market
Austria's utility Verbund has divested its two French power plant assets
in Toul and Pont-sur-Sambre to the U.S. private equity firm KKR for 150
million euros ($118 million). With this move, Verbund is exiting the
French market after suffering substantial losses.

“With this transaction, Ver-

bund strengthens the

core business, reinforces

its position as a pro-

ducer of renewable energy in Europe and con-

cludes its involvement in the French electricity

market," Verbund said in a statement.

Verbund ventured into France in 2009, after

spending 650 million euros on the Pont-sur-

Sambre and Toul gas-fired power plants. How-

ever, it saw its profit margins squeezed by rising

gas prices and low wholesale power prices.

Electricity prices across much of continen-

tal Europe are subdued as rising volumes of

subsidised renewable energy in Germany are

coming to the grid, reducing the run-time hours

of gas-fired plants.

KKR bets on rebound of
peak power prices
Verbund earlier thought about mothballing its

two French gas power plant, but was lucky to

find KKR interested to buy them. The invest-

ment fund managed to snap up the assets at a

good price and is betting on a long-term recov-

ery in power prices, particularly for peakload

hours.

Harlan Cherniak, of KKR Credit's Special

Situations team, said the deal was part of a

wider energy investment strategy.

"As many countries go through major

changes in their energy provision, we believe

that such assets will make a considerable con-

tribution to energy security... especially as it re-

lates to available capacity during peak times,"

he said.                                                             �

Ineos to buy 145 MW Grangemouth plant 
Swiss petrochemical company Ineos has agreed to acquire the 145 MW
Grangemouth power plant from Fortum for £54 million, throwing a life-
line to the Scottish gas power plant which has been in operation since
2001. The Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant is part of the Grange-
mouth petrochemical and refinery facility.

The 145 MW Grangemouth plant

Verbund's 420-megawatt CCGT in Pont-sur-
Sambre

Siemens expects
falling margins at
gas turbine unit 
Germany's Siemens AG antici-
pates profit margins at is gas
turbine business unit – one of its
biggest growth sectors in recent
years – to shrink, according to
Lisa Davies, the recently ap-
pointed head of Siemens' Power
and Gas Division.

“We'll see a lower margin

level for the next two

to three years," Davies

told the German busi-

ness daily Boersenzeitung on Saturday. Ex-

traordinarily high margins seen in the past

cannot be achieved by the new power and gas

division for the time being, she warned.

Siemens also needs to tackle problems in

its wind turbine business, where the market

is growing but Davies stressed the company

needs to improve cooperation with suppliers

to ensure that projects can be delivered on

time and on budget.

The newly-created Siemens Power and

Gas division makes products ranging from

gas and wind turbines, compressors to oil-

field equipment.

Siemens tried to strengthen it this year by

acquiring US-based Dresser Rand as well as

Rolls Royce's power unit. Davis suggested

these takeovers will help Siemens adjust to

changing energy markets, where small-scale

decentralised units are increasingly in de-

mand to the detriment of larger plants.

Considerations to close 
some energy plants
Looking ahead, Davis said the company was

reviewing individual sites and it was unclear

whether some manufacturing plants would

be closed or whether they would be used for

different products.

Siemens CEO Joe Kaeser said last month

he anticipates demand for products such as

gas turbines to rebound from 2016, suggest-

ing the synergies from the two takeover

deals justified the purchase price. He dis-

closed Siemens expects more than 150 mil-

lion euros in annual synergies by 2019 from

the Dresser Rand transaction.                     �
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Improvements in gas engine technology, combined with smarter engineering of

power plants, is driving demand for more distributed power, according to engine

supplier Clarke Energy. “The latest Jenbacher biogas engines stretch electrical 

efficiency levels to 43%; delivering additional renewable electricity for the same

input of gas,” Alex Marshall, Group Marketing & Compliance Manager at Clarke 

Energy told Gas Power Techonology Quarterly.

4th QUARTER 2014  

S
iemens' modularization concept, applied at an average combined

cycle power plant project with a maximum workforce of 600 and

1.3 million direct man-hours, allows for around 300,000 man-

hours to be shifted to production facilities. This enables to save

costs and speed-up construction.

"The more of these modules we can prefabricate and test in advance,

the fewer problems we anticipate for installation, quality assurance and

commissioning at the specific project location", Balling told Gas Power

technology Quarterly.

Modularization shortens on-site works, curbs costs

The use of factory prefabricated units help assure quality and on-sched-

ule completion as "the productivity of the hours worked in a factory is

usually greater than production at the site, as the material logistics, the

qualification of the personnel and the climatic conditions are better and,

above all, calculable."

This is particularly relevant for projects in politically and economi-

cally volatile developing and threshold countries, where safety aspects

can play an important role in the relocation of on-site tasks back to the

workshop.

Cost benefits primarily stem from relocating less productive work

hours on the construction site to work shops with higher productivity and

lower specific labour costs. Depending on the location, these advantages

usually outweigh the higher transport costs due to the volume and dimen-

sions of the prefabricated components, according to Siemens findings.
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GE launches 9EMax gas turbine 

Gas fuel cells could reach opera-

tion temperatures below 500°C

UK: £30m handed out for gas 

turbine research

Exelon and Bloom Energy partner

on distributed fuel cell business
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Laser repair technology offers

costs savings for gas turbines

Improved duct design could im-

prove turbine output by 0.5%
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Striking the balance in 2020

New models suggest TW-scale gas

power storage in 3 years

Mark-E to bundle distributed

power in VPP

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

AND BIOGAS
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Deep lake methane capture tech

to drive power project in Rwanda

Unconventional gas driving de-

mand for microturbine solutions 

USDA creates biogas roadmap;

supports 11,000 additional plants

Turkey to supply gas-fired power

plant ship to Gaza

continued on page 2

AGENDA

Customisation gives boost for 

distributed gas power solutions

U
K-based Clarke Energy specialises in devel-

oping power stations utilising GE's gas en-

gine range and is one of a number of

companies capitalising on growing demand

for flexible distributed power solutions.

Customisation improves operating 

characteristics

Jenbacher gas engine operate in the 0.3MW -100MW

range are advantageous for both industrial and large

residential applications due to the flexibility of config-

uration. Customisation allows customers to fine tune

for exact energy demands improving the overall effi-

ciency of operation.

“Clarke Energy's mechanical, electrical and CAD

design departments engineer customer-focused solu-

tions for the gas to power sector. We support them in

CHP project feasibility analysis and then engineer the

continued on page 2

Siemens prefabricated 60% of the components for La Caridad II

The greatest challenge for large-scale power plant

projects is posed during the on-site construction

phase, so minimising on-site activities through modu-

lar construction helps enhance project profitability

and security, says Lothar Balling, head of project

management at Siemens Energy Power Generation.

Modular construction boosts project

profitability and security

Clarke Energy installed this Jenbacher CHP unit in Gujarat

Gas Power Technology

Q U A R T E R L Y

The greatest challenge for large-scale power plant projects is posed during the on-site construction phase,
so minimising on-site activities through modular construction helps enhance project profitability and secu-
rity, says Lothar Balling, head of project management at Siemens Energy Power Generation.

Bi-weekly news 17 September 2014  

This amount is expected to be split between $2.8 billion for

ultrapure water systems on new build power plants and $2.4

billion for upgrades at existing plants.

Gas power operations in dry, hot climates need
purified water
Gas turbine combined cycle plants use the same technology to purify

the water and convert it to steam as is used in coal-fired, nuclear and

concentrated solar power plants. In total, expenditure of more than $35

million on ultrapure water systems is expected across all types of

power plants.

While there are a range of competing technologies for water purifica-

tion available at present on the market they all share the same process

whereby water is first treated to remove particulate soluble species and

gases then is passed through a series of filters. These typically provide

further purification such as ion exchange or electrodeionzation, degasifi-

cation or condensation.

“There is a unique additional need for ultrapure water in some gas

turbine plants,” the McIlvaine report states. “In dry hot climates, water is

introduced through fogging nozzles to reduce the inlet air temperature to

the turbine.”

TURBINE TECHNOLOGY
& FLEXIBILITY 
GE launches ‘game-
changing’ 9EMax gas
turbine solution 3

Striking the balance 
in 2020 3

PROJECTS
FlexEnergy delivers 40 MT250
microturbines to Russia 5

Vietnam plans to sign phase
1 of Exxon mega power
plant project in 2015 5
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Modular construction boosts project
profitability and security

Siemens' modularization concept, applied at

an average combined cycle power plant proj-

ect with a maximum workforce of 600 and

1.3 million direct man-hours, allows for

around 300,000 man-hours to be shifted to produc-

tion facilities. This enables to save costs and speed-

up construction.

"The more of these modules we can prefabricate

and test in advance, the fewer prob-

lems we anticipate for installation,

quality assurance and commissioning

at the specific project location",

Balling told Gas Power Technology
Journal.

Modularization shortens 
on-site works, curbs costs
The use of factory prefabricated units

help assure quality and on-schedule

completion as "the productivity of the

hours worked in a factory is usually
continued on page 2
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Schematic for a power plant ultrapure water system

Operators of combined cycle gas-fired power
plants are expected to spend $5.2 billion on 
systems to purify water for steam generation in
2015, consultancy McIlvaine Company forecast.
Rising energy demand in Asia and tighter operat-
ing requirements were attributed for driving a
surge in the use of ultrapure water systems.

CCGTs to spend over $5bn on water
purification by 2015

Siemens prefabricated 60% of the components for La Caridad II

Weekly News

10 October 2014  T he Department of Energy and Climate

Change (DECC) will award capacity con-

tracts for 50.8 GW at auction, which man-

date winning bidders to make generating

capacity available at short notice to balance the

grid. The contracts will go to whichever plans

which guarantee backup power supply at the low-

est cost.
Some critics warned the overall capacity at

auction would be too large and poses an unneces-

sary cost burden to the system which will be

handed over to the consumer: analysts estimate

the capacity market will add up to £14 per year to

the energy bill of the average household.

9 GW of new projects to compete

with existing plants 
DECC disclosed that at least eight developers of

new gas power plants have come forward to bid at

auction for the 50.8 GW on offer– com-

peting with existing plants. National Grid said

that existing plants with a combined capac-

ity of over 51 GW had qualified to take part in

the auction – meaning that potentially all capac-

ity contracts could go to existing plants.

About 9 GW of new plant capacity will be

competing, the vast majority of which was from

13 new-build gas plants proposals. DECC said

7GW of this is made up of 8 "potential new large

gas power stations", of these, over 5GW was

"from the independent sector.

In total over 62 GW have already been ac-

cepted by National Grid as eligible to participate,

the equivalent of around 20 new nuclear power

stations. A further 5 GW of capacity had not been

qualified but National Grid said they may

still be able to if resubmitted information is

accepted in coming days.
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Tepco to form in thermal power JV

with Chubu Electric

Tokyo Electric Power (Tepco) and Chubu Electric, the dominant utilities in Japan's

biggest and third-largest economic regions, confirmed they are close to forming a

joint venture in fossil fuel procurement and power generation.

T erms of the tie-up are about to be finalised and

are intended to take effect by the end of the cur-

rent business year in March.
Joint LNG purchase of up to 40mtpa

The two market-dominant Japanese utilities are dis-

cussing to jointly procure LNG in the hope that com-

bined fuel purchase may strengthen their clout in

negotiating better pricing terms.

Tepco, the world's second-biggest LNG buyer after

Kogas, said earlier it seeks a partner to jointly buy

LNG volumes of between 35 and 40 mtpa. Tepco cur-

rently purchases just over 24 mtpa while Chubu Elec-

tric, the world's third-largest LNG buyer, imports

volumes just short of 15 mtpa.

If the proposed tie-up goes through, the joint ven-

ture would become the world's largest LNG buyer.

Analysts suggest the move could trigger a consolida-

tion of Japan's gas importers and power producers.

Plans for joint gas power projects

Chubu Electric and Tepco also said they plan to build

new gas-fired power plants that will be owned on a

joined basis. The partners are also understood to coop-

erate in replacing Tepco's aging 10 GW fossil plant

fleet with mostly gas-fired combined-cycle plants.continued on page 2

Eight new UK gas power projects to

bid at auction 

As the December date for the first capacity auction is getting closer, eight

projects for new gas power stations are competing with existing plants

for payments under the subsidy scheme, set to take effect in 2018.

Tepco’s LNG-based 5,040 Futtsu power station in

Chiba, Japan 

Oil firedCoal firedDual firedNuclearCCGT
CHP plant 30MW & over

Pumped storageGas turbineHydro

DieselBiomassPoultry litter

Power Stations


